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Origins

Vancouver: seemingly so modern, yet shaped profound-
ly by the anti-modernist backlash of the early 1970s.  
Led by a new generation of politicians and activists, we 
rejected much of the apparatus that came with the 
Modern Era – freeways, highrises, urban renewal, top-
down planning, a sweeping aside of the past.  

So how did we end up being one of the most ‘modern’
cities in the world, at least by a superficial glance at our 
architecture?  Who was responsible for the remarkable 
transformation of the lands on both sides of False 
Creek?

This issue begins a Price Tags series on how contemp-
orary Vancouver came to be, highlighting the issues that 
led to change, the people who generated and reacted to 
that change, and how that change is affecting the world.

Though there’s no chronological order here, we begin 
with an architect whose original vision never came to be 
but who nonetheless helped shape the largest residen-
tial real-estate project in North America.



Rick HulbertRick Hulbert

Rick Hulbert, 59, was 
raised in California and 
studied architecture at 
the University of 
Arizona. In 1969, after 
graduating with the 
highest overall grade-
point average in the 
history of the School of 
Architecture, he went to 
Berkeley to specialize in 
'design methodology' 
(problem solving), 
studying under Horst 
Riddle, Jean-Pierre 
Protzen and Don 
Appleyard.

In 1967, he married a 
Canadian and event-
ually chose to move to 
Vancouver.  He now 
lives in a West Van-
couver heritage house, 
with offices in a con-
verted hall in Dund-
arave built in 1917. 



One of his first projects in 
Canada turned out to be 
an award-winner: the 
Fairways Condominiums 
in Coquitlam.  Built in 
1976, done in a west-
coast exposed-wood 
style, it ended up on the 
covers of architecture 
magazines from Canada 
to Japan.

As it happened, seven years later, a magazine featuring the 
Fairways was picked up by an Australian used-car salesman 
who was just getting into the development business.  
Michael Gore saw an issue in his doctor's office in 
Queensland, and right away decided that this was the style 
he wanted for a major resort development he was planning 
on the Gold Coast of Australia, near Brisbane.



Gore called Hulbert and offered to buy the plans for the 
condominium.  Thinking quickly, Hulbert responded with a 
counter-offer.  He told Gore he could have the plans for free, 
but on one condition: he would have to come to Hulbert’s 
offices to see the firm's work.  Gore agreed.

As it happens, Gore was travelling around the world to look 
for architects who could design his proposed resort 
community.  Hulbert recommended that he check out both 
Granville Island and Whistler - projects which convinced 
Gore that Vancouver was the place to hire the talent he 
needed.  

He already knew fellow-Aussie Ian Thomas, 
a retail consultant, and soon contracted with 
Granville-Island architect Norm Hotson and    
project-manager Neil Griggs. Together with 

Hulbert, they made up the team that 
designed what would become 

Sanctuary Cove. 



Sanctuary CoveSanctuary Cove



The success of that project was only the beginning.  
Eventually, it would have a part to play in the largest 
single project ever undertaken in Vancouver.

In the post-Expo period, the provincial government had 
put all 210 acres of the fair site on the international real-
estate market.  Hong King billionaire Li Ka-shing
established Concord Pacific to develop a proposal, and 
hired local architect Stanley Kwok to help choose a firm 
who could do the job.  Concord was looking around 
North America for designers, including name architects 
such as I.M. Pei.

One day, Hulbert received a call from Kwok who, with 
other members of the firm, was interested in seeing 
Hulbert's office - that day.  In fact, they were calling from 
a car-phone on the Lions Gate Bridge.  



Within minutes, Hulbert filled the office with enough people 
to make the place look busy. Giving an improvised 
presentation, he showed his work at Sanctuary Cove, 
promoting the idea that Concord Pacific could be an urban 
resort.  

Hulbert was then asked to leave the room - his own office -
while the Concord representatives held a private discussion.  
They emerged with an announcement: he was hired.  Rick 
Hulbert would be designing the plan for one of the largest 
residential real-estate projects in the world.

Partnering with Ian Davidson of Davidson Yuen and Barry 
Downs of Downs Archambault, Hulbert developed what 
would be the winning bid - the so-called 'Lagoons' project.  
The idea was to bring the water's edge up to Pacific 
Boulevard by creating islands that would also maximize the 
amount of waterfront land.  



‘The Lagoons’



Hong Kong loved the idea.  But even though the hydraulic 
problems involved were eventually solved, the City's 
Planning Department found the concept too exclusive and 
the Law Department was unwilling to accept City liability 
for the lagoons. As well, the islands themselves would 
bulge into the creek, slightly narrowing the channel.  
Hulbert, who believes architects should never fall in love 
with their ideas, was nonetheless saddened at the loss of 
the concept but moved on, ultimately recognizing that the 
current plan was more successfully urban.

In fact, Hulbert maintained that even when the Lagoons 
model was first presented to general applause, Concord 
should metaphorically burn it down, as an indication that 
the developer was prepared to work with the City and the 
community to come up with a scheme that addressed 
everyone's needs.

Arguably, what can be seen on the north shore of False 
Creek today began with a picture of a Coquitlam condo-
minium project that found its way to a doctor's office in 
Queensland – just as what got built in Australia had its 
genesis in a transformed industrial island on the south 
shore of False Creek.



Edge
In most places, there’s no actual line where the city stops and 
nature begins.  There is in West Vancouver.  The City has a 
written policy that prohibits development above 1,200 feet.     

So what’s being built just below the line,                             
looking down on the rest of us …?

Urban



Whitby Estates is the 
latest development by 

British Pacific Properties



British Pacific Properties Ltd. was founded in 1931 
by the Guinness brewing family.  It has played a 

unique role in West Vancouver, building the Lions 
Gate Bridge, the Capilano Golf & Country Club,and
Park Royal Shopping Centre – not to mention the 

British Properties residential development. 

Price of land in 1931 for 
4,000 acres on 

Hollyburn Ridge: 
$125/acre



Price Tags 49 – Lonsdale

RE:SPONSE
Derek Moscato's excellent piece on Lonsdale 
touches on reasons why the area hasn't 
coalesced like a Yaletown or Kitsilano, but 
doesn't mention the dreadful streets. Lonsdale 
and Esplanade are far too wide--unsightly and 
hostile to pedestrians. It's tough to get a sense 
of urban livability when you have to negotiate 
six lanes to get to the other side of the street.

Alison Appelbe



RE:SPONSE

City of North Vancouver Councillor Darrell Mussatto
(above) also responded to last week’s piece on Lonsdale

I think Derek Moscato did a good job visiting Lower 
Lonsdale and telling our story … I can safely say that this is 
the most complex deal the city has ever been involved in and 
much more than anyone originally first thought.  Some (say) 
that we are moving too fast, while others say we are moving 
too slow…. 

I would be most interested to find out what you think we 
should do with the foot of Lonsdale.  The planners want yet 
another plaza and to spend a lot of money creating it.  What 
would you think of a kid’s water park in the summer and 
perhaps an outdoor ice sheet in the winter?  … There is talk 
of yet another marina - but what I have seen from other 
issues of Price Tags, this can easily become a problem.  

What would you place at the foot of Lonsdale?



Well, it’s nice of 
Darrell to ask what I’d 

do at the foot of 
Lonsdale.  But given 
the quality of people 

on the PT mailing list, 
I’m turning the 

challenge over to you.

Above top is a shot looking south down Lonsdale, when the 
Seven Seas restaurant still occupied a berth that blocked the 
view.  It’s gone, but as you can see from the picture above 
(looking north), there’s still that dreary parking lot: a wholly 
inadequate setting for the old PGE railway station that stands 
woefully out of context.

If you’ve got an insight, a suggestion or a brilliant solution, 
click here.  At least one inquiring mind wants to know.

mailto:pricetags@shaw.ca
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